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we try out vodka afternoon tea, Ametsa’s inverted desserts and oak tree ice cream in 
denmark. meanwhile, chez Bruce’s classic dishes are just as good as we remember  

Three for afternoon tea
Mari Vanna
London

Afternoon tea goes russian. It’s not all 
blinis (though, inevitably, these are involved) 
– the offering includes the likes of a 
moreish honey cake (wafer thin slices of a 
spiced, honeyed sponge, sandwiched 
with cream), herring on rye toast, smoked 
salmon-stuffed pancakes and plump 
pierogi dumplings of minced beef and 
pork. ceylon tea, flavoured – the russian 
way – with thyme,  washes it all down, 
unless you care to wade through the 
restaurant’s substantial list of delicious 
vodka infusion shots. At £10 a pop, 
they’re not cheap, but this is knightsbridge. 
AEM. 020 7225 3122, marivanna.co.uk

The Angel Hotel
Abergavenny

A serious tea spread, for serious 
aficionados. The Angel Hotel holds an 
Award of Excellence from the Uk Tea 
Guild, which named its afternoon tea the 
best in the country in 2011. It’s a traditional, 
starched-white-tablecloth affair, and you 
should arrive hungry: there are (crust-less) 
sandwiches filled with home-cooked ham 
or egg mayo; buttered scones; cream-
filled pastries; and carrot cake coated with 
thick icing. The tea selection is impressively 
diverse, with brews such as iron buddah 
oolong, three-year vintage mini tuo, nilgiri 
frost and Yunnan gold pearls. AEM. 01873 
857 121, angelabergavenny.com

Titchwell Manor
Titchwell

with its bright and breezy refurbished interior, 
boasting views out to the Norfolk coast, 
Victorian-era Titchwell perfectly balances 
old and new: and the afternoon tea is no 
exception. You can go for the traditional 
option – cucumber sandwiches, warm 
scones smothered in clotted cream and 
strawberry jam – or the hotel’s quirky modern 
take, which features scone doughnuts, jam 
jelly, caramelised clotted cream and 
shortbread foam. or, sink your fork into a 
thick wedge of coffee and amaretto cake 
topped with honeycomb as you plough 
through pots of blue lady or organic hojicha. 
AEM. 01485 210221, titchwellmanor.com

Few openings in the capital this year are as anticipated as that of this London offshoot of Spain’s 
three-Michelin starred Arzak. Like the original, it’s overseen by father and daughter Juan Mari and 
Elena Arzak. Dishes, we’re told, are created in the Arzak ‘laboratory’ (note, not ‘kitchen’) in Spain, but 

the owners stress that, while they draw on the same Basque cuisine and techniques, this is not a replica 
of the San Sebastián original. It’s set within the Halkin hotel in Belgravia, an environment whose ambience 
lacks a little warmth (the grey décor doesn’t help, though the phallic ceiling is a talking point). We tried the 
£105 tasting menu, where the Arzaks’ technique is to the fore. ’From Egg to Chicken’ sees a slow cooked 
but runny egg float in a broth studded by chicken skin crutons, while ‘Red Skin Sardines’ is a striking 
contrast of sweet blood orange and salty fish. Desserts were the highlight, particularly the clever Basque 
Toast with Mango and Coconut: the brioche becomes the filling, encased in mango. At a time when many 
UK chefs are discarding the intricate dishes of tasting menus, it will be interesting to see if London takes 
this supreme exponent of the style to its heart. GW. 020 7333 1234, ametsa.co.uk
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Ametsa with Arzak Instruction  London
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